For Date: 12/04/2017  -  Monday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-28076</td>
<td>0412</td>
<td>ALARM, BURGLAR</td>
<td>False Alarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location/Address: [WIL 2943] JUST BUILD IT - ANDOVER ST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: zone 4 garage motion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: clear checks ok.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 17-28078    | 0650 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint    | finish |
|             |      | Vicinity of: FAULKNER AVE    |        |
|             |      | Narrative: Enforcement.      |        |

| 17-28079    | 0701 | FOUND PROPERTY               | log info. only |
|             |      | Vicinity of: FREDERICK DR    |        |
|             |      | Narrative: caller located a knife in the roadway and moved it to side next to sidewalk. requesting an officer retrieve. |        |
|             |      | Narrative: 32 clear, retrieved for disposal. |        |

| 17-28080    | 0703 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint    | Investigated |
|             |      | Vicinity of: MAIN ST         |        |
|             |      | Narrative: 33 traffic enforcement. |        |
|             |      | Narrative: 33 clear.         |        |

| 17-28081    | 0722 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint    | Investigated |
|             |      | Vicinity of: DRURY LN + SCHOOL ST |        |
|             |      | Narrative: 34 monitoring stop sign. |        |
|             |      | Narrative: 34 clear, no violations at this time. |        |

| 17-28082    | 0732 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP           | Citation/Warning Issued |
|             |      | Vicinity of: FAULKNER AVE    |        |
|             |      | Vehicle: BRO 2005 KIA UT SORENT Reg: PC MA 5ME268 VIN: KNDJC733655424660 |        |
|             |      | Narrative: Written warning inspection sticker |        |

| 17-28083    | 0759 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP           | Citation/Warning Issued |
|             |      | Vicinity of: MAIN ST + CLARK ST |        |
|             |      | Vehicle: GRY 2014 GMC UT ACADIA Reg: PC MA 1EH517 VIN: 1GKKVRKD7EJ185278 |        |
|             |      | Narrative: verbal warning for marked lanes violation. |        |

| 17-28084    | 0842 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint    | log info. only |
|             |      | Vicinity of: GLEN RD         |        |
|             |      | Narrative: traffic enforcement. |        |
|             |      | Narrative: 31 clear.         |        |
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17-28085 0844 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: GRY 2011 TOYT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 1DC288 VIN: 5TDBK3EH9BS069725
citation for speed.

17-28087 0851 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: RED 2006 FORD UT FREEST Reg: PC MA 3281Si VIN: 1FMEK06116GA48808
verbal for speed.

17-28088 0853 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Vicinity of: AVALON DR + BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2004 FORD LGTCON Reg: PC MA 98VK21 VIN: 2FTRX18W64CA22147
Narrative: 32 out with possible abandoned vehicle.
Narrative: 32 clear, unable to locate operator, not a traffic issue. will check back.

17-28090 0857 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: BLX 2013 TOYT SIENNA Reg: PC MA 134BG6 VIN: 5TDDJ3ECXDS068426
citation for speed.

17-28091 0859 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: GRY 2012 AUDI UT Q7 Reg: PC MA 96VG79 VIN: WA1GAFE8CD005312
citation for speed.

17-28092 0910 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: BLU 2015 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 3393VC VIN: 2HKRM4H59FH705913
citation for speed.

17-28093 0920 NOTIFICATION log info. only
Location/Address: EVERGREEN DR
Narrative:

17-28094 0928 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: traffic enforcement.
Narrative: 32 clear.

17-28095 0929 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: GRY 2012 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 2WF346 VIN: 2T1BU4E5CC900749
citation for speed.
17-28097 0933 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2000 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 8DYM90 VIN: 1HGCG6652YA111560
Narrative: citation for speed.

17-28098 0936 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: [WIL 396] MBTA NORTH WILMINGTON - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Per Fire Lt Cavanaugh train blocking crossing locomotive #1067
Narrative: MBTA notified

17-28099 0952 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative: 31 foot patrol of plaza.
Narrative: 31 clear.

17-28101 1004 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2008 999 Reg: AP NY 61451PC VIN: 1XKWD9X98J227496
Narrative: 22 reporting TT unit stopped in middle of roadway with hazard lights on. 22 enroute to WDC, unable to stop.
Narrative: 33 clear, located operator who was lost. he was given directions and sent on way.

17-28102 1017 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1913] CYBULKO - ASHWOOD AVE
Narrative: caller reporting large coyote in backyard. he was advised a log entry would be made.

17-28103 1035 Police Log Entry log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 2311] - DEMINGWAY EXT
Narrative: walk-in party wanted logged that her tailgate of MA reg 21KP18 was frozen sometime between 10pm last night and 5am today.

17-28104 1046 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: Reg: AP TX C17372
Narrative: tt unit TX ap reg C17372 (nothing matching) parked blocking roadway in front of this business. operator was located inside of Two Point O Trucking and was advised. tt unit was moved.

17-28105 1055 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: WHI 2017 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 6LP167 VIN: 3FA6P0R9HR216345
Narrative: citation for improper passing.
17-28110 1212 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:
Property check

Narrative:
33 clear

17-28112 1239 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Narrative:
parking enforcement.

Narrative:
31 clear, multiple citations issued.

17-28115 1302 Police Departmental Service log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
31 and 32 at station for training.

Narrative:
31 and 32 clear.

17-28116 1304 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: FEDERAL ST
Vehicle: GRY 2013 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 3YG639 VIN: 2T1B04EE8DC926747
Narrative:
verbal for marked lanes violation.

17-28117 1306 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Vicinity of: HARRIS ST
Narrative:
walk-in party reporting vehicles using Harris St as a cut through and speeding between 5pm and 6:30pm 29 requesting log entry made.

17-28119 1341 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: LAWRENCE ST + LAWRENCE CT
Narrative:
31 and 32 traffic enforcement.

Narrative:
31 and 32 clear.

17-28120 1401 Police Investigation Investigated
Location/Address: LAWRENCE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2003 JEEP GRACHE Reg: PC MA 8MLJ40 VIN: 1J4GK48S03C500891
Vehicle: BLK 2017 TR UTILIT Reg: TL MA D93892 VIN: 4YMBU0812EU033345
Narrative:
31 out for an investigation regarding attaching plates to m/v.

Narrative:
31 spoke to registered owner of MA reg 8MLJ40 having a trailer plate attached to the front. appears to have been an oversight. owner had registered multiple vehicles at same time. he was advised and will fix.

17-28121 1414 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: LAWRENCE CT
17-28122 1417 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: LAWRENCE CT + LAWRENCE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 SUBA SE WRX Reg: PC MA 6NV830 VIN: JF1VA1B68H9814730
Narrative: Citation for speed.

17-28123 1420 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: LAWRENCE ST + LAWRENCE CT
Vehicle: WHI 2004 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 6RN257 VIN: 1FTPW14554KC36257
Narrative: Citation speed and seat belt

17-28124 1423 ESCORT/TRANSPORT
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Narrative: Transporting student from this location
Narrative: s/m 66881.4
Narrative: e/m 66882.0

17-28125 1424 CITIZEN CONTACT
Location/Address: LOWELL ST
Narrative: caller reporting he received a call from National Grid stating he owed money. he contacted National Grid directly and confirmed he is up to date. wanted logged.

17-28126 1429 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Narrative: check of area by pumping station.
Narrative: 32 clear.

17-28127 1445 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative: 31 traffic enforcement.

17-28128 1452 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2012 NISS SE VERSA Reg: PC MA 759PE9 VIN: 3N1CN7AP9CL804309
Narrative: Citation for impeded operation.

17-28129 1504 SERVE SUMMONS
Location/Address: 
Narrative: Attempt to serve an immediate threat.
Narrative: 33: Unable to serve. No one is home.

17-28130 1520 PARKING COMPLAINT
Citation/Warning Issued
17-28131 1524 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2015 MERZ SE CLA250 Reg: PC MA 2MA964 VIN: WDDSJ4GB4FN280589
Narrative: Parking citation issued

17-28132 1526 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MARCIA RD
Narrative: Resident reporting male party trying to break up dog fight in street, one dog was running loose through neighborhood.
Narrative: 33- Attempting to locate both dogs at this time
Narrative: One dog is 10 year old male weimaraner, is currently at Vet on Burlington Ave

17-28133 1529 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: YEL 2001 FORD MUSTAN Reg: PC MA 2XS422 VIN: 1FAFP45X61F122806
Narrative: Parking citation issued

17-28134 1530 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2008 DODG UT NITRO Reg: PC MA 79SV98 VIN: 1DBGU28K48W243986
Narrative: Parking citation issued

17-28135 1531 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 CADI UT XT5 Reg: PC MA 7KD859 VIN: 1GYKDRS0HZ326839
Narrative: Parking citation issued

17-28136 1533 Police Departmental Service Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: 31 - mail run

17-28137 1534 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2008 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 996MT0 VIN: JHMCP26858C037071
Narrative: Parking citation issued

17-28138 1540 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 KIA SE OPTIMA Reg: PC MA 6PF386 VIN: 5XXGT4L34HG164056
Narrative: Parking citation issued

17-28139 1541 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Wilmington Police Department
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Narrative: Parking citation issued

17-28140 1549 ANIMAL COMPLAINT
Location/Address: [WIL 85] WOBURN ST. SCHOOL - WOBURN ST
Narrative: Caller reporting she saw an older, grey weimaraner with a leash running in the street in the area of the Woburn St School. She witnessed a woman (who stated the dog was not hers) take the dog with her so it did not get hit by traffic. Caller was unable to provide any contact information of woman that took the dog.

17-28141 1603 FIRE-pump job
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative: Resident has no heat due to several feet of water in basement.

Narrative:
T1: Stering, Leverone

Narrative:
T1 - six inches of water in basement.

Narrative:
T1 - water heater shut off, homeowner has repairman coming, water pumped out.

17-28142 1624 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of cemetery

17-28144 1640 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD
Location/Address: HORSESHOE LN
Narrative: *** see report ***

Refer To Incident: 17-1395-OF

17-28143 1642 SERVE SUMMONS
Location/Address: 33- Attempting to serve immediate threat paperwork at this location
Narrative: Paperwork served in hand to involved party

17-28145 1655 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of: HARRIS ST
Vehicle:
Narrative: Enforcement

17-28146 1701 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: CEDAR ST
Vehicle: GRY 2007 STRN UT VUE Reg: PC MA 4136G6 VIN: 5GZCZ63407S688128
Narrative: Citation/Warning Issued

Citation speed
17-28147
1715 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity: CEDAR ST
Narrative: Citation/Warning Issued
  Citation speed

17-28148
1719 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity: ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: BLK 2010 DODG LL Reg: PC VA YGU2777 VIN: 3D4PG5FV7AT269792
Narrative: Written warning speed

17-28149
1738 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: log info. only
  Check of beach
  31- clear, checks okay

17-28150
1740 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity: CEDAR ST
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 2RVF50 VIN: 1HGCS2F35CA104991
Narrative: Citation/Warning Issued
  Citation speed

17-28151
1753 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity: ALDRICH RD + APACHE WAY
Narrative: finish
  Enforcement

17-28152
1755 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity: [WIL 173] SLATTERY, TERENCE L - ALDRICH RD
Vehicle: BLK 2008 SAA SE 93 Reg: PC MA 6NW129 VIN: YS3FM42R081156412
Narrative: Citation/Warning Issued
  Citation speed

17-28153
1803 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Location/Address: [WIL 801] ROUTE 38 HWY + ROUTE 62 HWY
Narrative: finish
  Caller reporting vehicles driving onto the wrong side of the road to take a left turn onto Route 62

17-28154
1809 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: ALDRICH RD
Vehicle: GRY 2015 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 1VV765 VIN: 2T1BURHE8PC313491
Narrative: Citation/Warning Issued
  Verbal speed

17-28155
1820 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity: ALDRICH RD
Vehicle: RED 2007 TOYT SE CORMAT Reg: PC MA 10900 VIN: 2T1KR32E77C650825
Narrative: Citation/Warning Issued
  Citation speed

17-28156
1821 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of: [WIL 800] MAIN ST
Narrative: finish
  Enforcement, Ref call #17-28153

  Narrative:
33- Traffic has thinned out, will check area again tomorrow

17-28157  1851  SOLICITING  finish
Location/Address: OHIO ST
Narrative: Caller reporting a hispanic male wearing a lime-green jacket with the word 'Industrial' on it soliciting windows and doors in the area.

Narrative: 31- Out with male party in the area of 27 Ohio St

Narrative: 39 - parties have checked in with Lt Fiore, do not need to register for soliciting if they are handing out fliers.

Narrative: 31 - party checks ok, clear.

17-28159  1952  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1122] ANTON'S CLEANERS - MAIN ST
Narrative: Caller reporting two white males appx 18 years old skateboarding in and out of traffic in the plaza. Involved teens were yelling profanities at the calling party. One male is tall and thin, wearing a black shiny jacket. Other involved male is wearing glasses and a hat

Narrative: 31- Clear, parties were sent on their way

17-28160  2033  DISABLED MV  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1535] TOWN PARK-APRIL FIELD - MAIN ST
Vehicle: SIL 2010 BUIC 4D LACROSSE Reg: PC NH 3432473 VIN: 1G4GE5EV3AF293842
Narrative: Caller reporting his vehicle is disabled in the dog park lot. Stating he was unable to contact a tow company, requesting assistance

Narrative: A&J called as a private tow for involved party, they will be towing it to Unique Auto for him.

17-28161  2056  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 824] MAIN ST
Narrative: Enforcement

17-28164  2108  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Check of property

Narrative: 32- Clear, checks okay

17-28165  2215  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Check of property

17-28166  2256  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative:
calling party requesting someone read his medication off his bottle.

Narrative:
31-Assistance given to the caller. The caller wanted to be sure that he was taking the proper medication. Clear.